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Lullaby explores the relationship between architecture, ritual and 
gender within the monumental landscape of Washington, DC.
This solo exhibition presents Australian-born, US-based artist 
Georgia Saxelby’s recent 2-channel video installation, Lullaby 
(2017 – 2019). Exhibited for the first time in the United States, 
Lullaby documents a series of performances staged at five of the 
monuments on Washington’s National Mall. Collaborating with 
performers Viva Soudan and Bailey Nolan, the artist developed a 
series of imagined ritual gestures that repurpose the heroic forms 
and masculine iconography ubiquitous in the nation’s capital.  
In doing so, Saxelby questions the symbolic spaces in which  
we perform our identities and value systems today.

Leveraging the classical propositions of the Greco-Roman 
derived monuments, the performers mold their bodies into 
the architectural forms, in turn inviting the forms to fit them. 
Through mirroring and contorting the monuments in the editing 
process, Saxelby builds her own virtual architectures out of the 
existing structures. These espouse a new symbolic order that 
emphasizes the plural over the singular, the malleable over the 
static, and the spaces in between. Entitled Lullaby, this work 
reflects Saxelby’s interest in ephemeral and performative ritual 
systems of transmitting cultural knowledge and values in contrast 
to architecture’s permanence and rigidity. Lullaby seeks to collide 
the timely and the anachronistic, the poetic and the political, the 
imagined and the real.

Lullaby was curated by Sandy Guttman, Curatorial Assistant at the 
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden.



Lullaby, 2017 – 19, still of 2-channel video installation with sound (15 minutes). In collaboration with Viva Soudan 
(choreography, performance), Bailey Nolan (costumes, performance), Katie Schuler (cinematography), and Great 
Waitress; Magda Mayas, Laura Altman, Monica Brooks (sound). Photo Kristin Adair.







Lullaby, 2017 – 19, 2-channel video installation with sound (15 minute duration), 104” (h) x 370” (w).  
Installation view at Artspace, Sydney as a finalist in the 2018 NSW Visual Arts Emerging Fellowship. Photo David Varga.



Sandy Guttman, Curatorial Assistant,  
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden June 2019

No White 
Walls:

The Magic 
and the 

Mythic in  
Georgia 

Saxelby’s Art

Prior to working together, the Australian-born artist Georgia 
Saxelby and I marched through the streets of Washington, DC. 
We were two strangers among millions of protestors flooding 
the Capitol. Women hold up more than half the sky, this Chinese 
proverb graced my protest sign, a proclamation of the collective 
strength and power of women, our architecture supporting 
the weight of the world. It was January 21, 2017 and we were 
marching for equality — more specifically, women’s equity and 
reproductive rights, healthcare reform, and LGBTQI rights. For 
many of us, we wanted to make clear to the new administration 
that we would not stand for injustice. We chanted as we traversed 
a landscape dotted with monuments and museums — the keepers 
of our shared histories. Nearly half a million people marched in 
the Capitol, with millions more participating internationally in what 
would become one of the largest single-day protests in history. 
Though many of us were strangers, we rallied around our common 
values. In the mass of people, our individual voices were amplified 
by the human megaphone we created. As one unit, we were more 
powerful than one person, one government, one country. 

Among the demonstrators was Saxelby, an artist who traveled 
from New York for the march, and whose work was transformed 
by this historic protest. The ripple effects of this singular event 
set into motion Saxelby’s forthcoming move to Washington nine 
months later, where she would lay the groundwork for what 
would become her interactive public archive To Future Women, 
and conceive of the performative video-installation Lullaby, 
the occasion for this essay.1 In delving into Saxelby’s practice 
through reviewing the constellation of her socially engaged 
projects, one can better understand that her work is not a passive 
representation of our time, but a powerful tool for reflection 
and change, offering new vocabularies for representation and 
inclusion of women in contemporary society.  

1 This essay was commissioned for the exhibition Lullaby at the Embassy of Australia in 
Washington, DC (July 10 – October 18, 2019). Lullaby marks Saxelby’s United States debut of the 
2-channel video installation of the same name.

Artist Georgia Saxelby and 
curator Sandy Guttman both 
marching in the Women’s 
March in Washington, DC 
on January 21, 2017 one year 
before they met.
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The collective action of the 2017 Women’s March unquestionably 
and unpredictably impacted both Saxelby and myself. 
Furthermore, it is a glowing example of the organic rituals and 
movements that emerge out of communal gatherings, the central 
tenet of Saxelby’s practice. How, through the act of convening 
around a shared set of values, might we affect change? For the 
last five years, Saxelby has pursued questions of collective action 
and the power of ritual through her immersive and participatory 
work. Her diverse practice spans form and media, utilizing 
architecture and performance in a way that is both intuitive and 
assertive. It is near impossible to discuss the breadth of her 
work without examining the arenas of gender, ritual, mythology, 
architecture, and sacred space. With seemingly little instruction, 
Saxelby’s invitational work reminds us of the wild within all of us, 
of the possibility for magic in the everyday, and the moments of 
extraordinary connection — the very thing that makes us human.
  
 Saxelby’s invitational work reminds us of  
 the wild within all of us, of the possibility  
 for magic in the everyday, and the moments  
 of extraordinary connection — the very  
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Since 2015, Saxelby has produced work that explores human 
relationships through interaction, developing projects that are 
both her own and universally for all. Her interest in invitational 
works stems from a desire for art and society to espouse a more 
communal, collective value set — one that privileges integration 
over separation, democracy over hierarchy, with a joyful  
optimism about what we can be. This desire is grounded by 
Saxelby’s lifelong concern for women’s rights, and an unrelenting 
pursuit to increase the agency of women and girls worldwide, 
by using her art to invent new forms of representation that 
question past notions of women as passive objects. Moreover, 
Saxelby argues in her work that the ways in which cultural 
groups represent themselves through ritual, architecture, and 
material culture have implications on a social, political, and often 
economic level as they embody the worldviews and values of 
entire communities. In considering the power that social groups 
have, particularly through material and visual culture, Saxelby 
explores how art and ritual can be vehicles for social change. 
A curiosity about what makes us human and the rituals that 
connect us — be they universal or hyper-localized — is what threads 
Saxelby’s work together. 

Trained in the traditional atelier method at the National Art School  
in Sydney, Saxelby’s initial focus was on painting. While in 
school, she bolstered her painting practice with research-based 
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explorations into gender, symbology, and ritual. It was at this time 
that Saxelby developed an interest in architecture’s impact on how 
her paintings are experienced in specific environments. The work 
that bridged Saxelby’s paintings with interactive installation was 
Ritual Gathering (Marking Time), initially staged in 2015 at Pier 2/3 
in Woolloomooloo. Selected to participate in a single-night group 
exhibition located in a former shipping warehouse, Saxelby was 
offered a unique proposition: a gallery with no white walls and the 
opportunity to present a work that would exist within the span of 
one evening. Saxelby initiated Ritual Gathering (Marking Time) out 
of these specific circumstances, continuing her explorations of 
ritual through the one that many know best — the birthday. 

Collaborating with the patissier 
Adriano Zumbo, Saxelby 
commissioned a three foot circular 
cake, that she hand-painted in a 
confectionary glaze, transferring 
her background in painting to a 
new performative form. Staging the 
cake on the floor of the exhibition 
space, Saxelby configured a 
circular seating arrangement for 
twelve, complete with artisanal 
ceramic flatware and hand-painted 
birthday hats suspended above 
each place setting.2 The attention 
to detail, from the zodiac constellations hidden within each hat 
to the space between each seat, was considered and executed 
with the intention of creating a work whose success depended 
upon the willing participation and vulnerability of the visitors. 
Without any explicit instruction, the two times this work was 
presented, the same set of interactions occurred: people milled 
around the work, unsure if they should enter the circle, until one 
person crossed the invisible threshold, taking a seat. In an instant 
the remaining eleven seats were filled. Candles were lit, and a 
“temporary symbolic community” burst into a birthday song, 
wishing in unison before blowing out the candles.3 The cake was 
cut and passed, and the installation became a hub of activity for 
the remainder of the evening. Upon reflection, Saxelby noted 
that, “The level of attention I gave was received and met by the 
audience,” noting the importance of the quality of the materials 
selected and the way in which the spatial arrangement of the 
objects shaped the participants’ interactions.4 Interestingly, 

2 Saxelby uses the circle repeatedly throughout her work, due to its distinctly “democratic” form. 
There is no head or leader in a circle. Additionally, circles are malleable, growing smaller or larger 
to fit the needs of those participating in it. 
3 The term “temporary symbolic community” was a phrase used by Saxelby in an interview
between the author and the artist at her studio in Washington, DC on May 13, 2019.
4 Saxelby, Georgia. Interviewed at her studio in Washington, DC. May 13, 2019.

Ritual Gathering, 2015, 
Saxelby’s first interactive 
installation presented in a 
former shipping warehouse  
for one evening only. Photo 
Anna Cuthill.
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Ritual Gathering, 2016, participatory installation (mixed media including edible sculpture made in 
collaboration with pâtissier Adriano Zumbo). Installation view as a finalist at the 64th Blake Prize at 
Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, Sydney. Photo Victor Nyman and Kai Wasikowski.



though the materials came from the vernacular, their quality 
elevated the interaction, creating an unexpected encounter that 
made visible the possibility for “the magical” in everyday moments 
between strangers.

Allegorically speaking, Ritual 
Gathering is emblematic of a 
threshold for Saxelby’s work. 
While the installation signified 
the passage of time and the ways 
we mark personal growth, the 
creation of the work demonstrates 
a departure from her previous 
methods of making. In transforming 
her practice, Saxelby entered into 
a lineage of artists whose work is 
predicated upon pulling from the 
lived experience, including the 
Situationist International and the 
Fluxus movements, the “social sculpture” of Joseph Beuys, and 
the relational art practices that emerged in the 1990s. Relational 
art, a term coined by the art critic Nicolas Bourriaud, is defined 
as artistic practices whose primary form is based upon human 
relations and the social contexts within which humans engage, 
rather than private spatial interactions.5 With context as the 
bedrock of relational art, the time and place in which the works 
occur impacts the inexplicable and surprising interactions that 
take root within the space of a given encounter. Each of these 
aforementioned art movements relates to the specific culture and 
socio-political moment of their time, similar to Saxelby’s continued 
use of performance and visitor interaction as well as her ongoing 
engagement with the cultural-political zeitgeist, demonstrated by 
works like To Future Women (2018) and Lullaby (2017 – 2019). 

In addition to the relational aesthetics of Saxelby’s practice, the 
social component of her work is of equal import when considering 
the impact of her projects.6 The 2000s marked the emergence 
of social practice art, culminating in a turn from the mere social 
to work that has larger impact through the realm of activism and 
social justice. Speaking to specific communities on both a macro 
and micro level, socially engaged artists like Tania Bruguera, Pedro 
Reyes, and Theaster Gates, work within communities, employing 
the connective tools of art to address issues and incite changes 
big and small. Theaster Gates in particular is one of Saxelby’s 
stated influences, known for his projects that combine his spatial 
background in urban planning and architecture with the material 

5  Bourriaud, Nicolas. Relational Aesthetics. Dijon-Quetigny, l’Imprimerie Darantiere, 1998. pg. 113.
6 Social engagement is also referred to as “social practice art.” The curator, critic, and activist 
Nato Thompson has spoken and written at length about socially engaged art. For an in-depth re-
view of this movement, I recommend his 2012 book Living as Form: Socially Engaged Art 1991-2011. 22

Three foot edible sculpture 
made in collaboration with 
pâtissier Adriano Zumbo for 
Saxelby’s first iteration of 
Ritual Gathering.

Like Theaster Gates, Saxelby has 
built a practice upon collective 

action and reimagined futures for 
communities through the lens of 

architecture, archive building, and 
ritual-making. In briefly reviewing 

relational and social practice art 
with Saxelby’s practice in mind, 

we may begin to situate her within 
larger international art movements 
that not only critique the telling of 
history, but offer provocative and 
timely alternatives to the ways in 

which we engage with one another 
and institutions of power.



and symbolic sensibilities of a visual artist. His community-based 
projects often invite the participation of local artists and residents 
from across Chicago’s south side, utilizing their collective 
histories to create works that critique institutions while promoting 
the agency and autonomy of the neighborhood’s most vital 
resource: its community members. Through projects like the 
Stony Island Arts Bank, a former bank that Gates transformed into 
a community hub for “contemporary art and archival practice,” 
Gates uses the foundation, grandiosity, and symbolic power of 
the neo-Greco-Roman architecture in tandem with the practice 
of reclaiming the space to the benefit of the community.7 Further, 
Gates’ interest in how archival practice has the power to shape 
historical narratives within the public consciousness is rooted in 
the acquiring, housing, and upkeep of various archives for public 
use.8 Like Gates, Saxelby has built a practice upon collective 
action and reimagined futures for communities through the lens 
of architecture, archive building, and ritual-making. In briefly 
reviewing relational and social practice art with Saxelby’s practice 
in mind, we may begin to situate her within larger international 
art movements that not only critique the telling of history, but 
offer provocative and timely alternatives to the ways in which we 
engage with one another and institutions of power. Furthermore, 
Saxelby’s inherent interest in the rituals and architectures that 
uphold our values is demonstrated through the materials she 
selects, the specific constraints she responds to, and the calls  
to action she offers her viewers. 

Her 2015 work BREAK, a participatory installation that makes 
visible the powerful process of collective catharsis, stemmed 
from an imagined ritual created by Saxelby. Leveraging the ways 
that galleries and museums hold different sets of expectations 
and rules than everyday spaces, Saxelby sought to invent a 
ritual that offered catharsis in exchange for vulnerability. For 
this performative installation Saxelby selected materials that 
were not only sculptural, but from a field outside of the painting 
tradition. Working with a ceramicist, Saxelby sculpted and glazed 
126 ceramic figurines, installing them on a custom-built gridded 
shelf opposite an altar. Saxelby relied upon the predetermined 
architecture of the gallery, responding to not only the physical 
constraints but also the values set forth by the gallery and more 
broadly, public space. At the exhibition opening, there were no 
instructions. People viewed the work, while generally treating 
the opening as a social space until Saxelby’s collaborating 

7 Author unknown, “Stony Island Arts Bank” June 19, 2019, at www.theastergates.com/proj-
ect-items/stony-island-arts-bank.
8 The Stony Island Arts Bank is home to a 60,000 glass lantern slide collection from the University 
of Chicago; archives of Ebony and Jet magazines and the shuttered Johnson Publishing Company 
in-house library; the Frankie Knuckles Collection of vinyl; and the Edward J. Williams Collection 
of “4,000 objects of ‘negrobilia’ that make use of stereotypical images of black people.” Author 
unknown, “Stony Island Arts Bank” June 19, 2019, at www.theastergates.com/project-items/stony-
island-arts-bank. 24

BREAK, 2016, participatory installation (ceramic, red hand-made tree sap resin,  
granite, marble, timber, paint, perspex). Installation view as a finalist at the 64th  
Blake Prize at Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, Sydney. Guest performances by 
Machiko Matoi, Liz Hogan and Adam Gottlieb. Photo Kai Wasikowski. 25



performance artist Machiko Motoi entered the 
room. She moved slowly through the crowded 
gallery, and people instinctively parted to 
clear a path. She approached the figurines, 
pausing for some time in front of the grid 
before carefully selecting which figurine she 
would remove. Upon making her selection, 
she approached the altar, stepping upon the 
elevated pedestal, and with one final pause 
and a loud remark in her native language of 
Japanese, she shattered the figurine in an 
inaugural “break”. From there, as with Ritual 
Gathering, the work was activated — and others 
instinctively began selecting their figurines 
to break. Surrounding audience members 
held space for each participant’s “break”, not 
only choosing to witness them, but offering 
encouragement and applause with the 
climactic and often difficult moment of smashing one’s chosen 
figurine. In creating the space for this kind of interaction, one 
that required decision, destruction, and above all, participation 
from the audience, Saxelby effectively erodes our relationship to 
objects and the rules of engagement in public space. In doing 
so, the situations her artworks generate invite her participants 
to model new ways of behaving together and in relation to art 
objects, each other, and cultural space.

 …the situations her artworks generate invite  
 her participants to model new ways of behaving  
 together and in relation to art objects, each  
 other, and cultural space.  

In museums we are instructed not to touch, in public we do 
not destroy, and in groups we often avoid vulnerability at all 
costs — yet BREAK demanded the refusal of the norms we hold 
dear in exchange for the creation of a new and shared ritual. In 
the literal fracturing of the object, there is a metaphoric cracking 
of the structures and rules set by society and the systems that 
uphold them.

Given that Saxelby’s work occurs within a specific time and 
place, one can argue that the direction her work has taken in 
recent years is linked to the social issues of her time, including 
the rise of nationalism, threats to women’s reproductive rights, 
immigration reform, the gender pay gap, and the emergence 
of the #MeToo movement. Destruction and dismantling are 
commonly repeated themes throughout Saxelby’s work, whether 
it’s the destruction of a physical object — the figurines in BREAK, 
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Performance artist Machiko 
Motoi smashing the first 
figurine to initiate the 
collective BREAK ritual.





the cake in Ritual Gathering — or the more poetic and esoteric 
dismantling of long held societal beliefs and histories. 

 Destruction and dismantling are commonly  
 repeated themes throughout Saxelby’s work,  
 whether it’s the destruction of a physical  
 object — the figurines in BREAK, the cake in  
 Ritual Gathering — or the more poetic and  
 esoteric dismantling of long held societal beliefs  
 and histories.

In The Architecture of a Witch’s Hut (2017), Saxelby embarked 
upon her most introspective work to date. Culling from research 
on feminist histories and mythologies, she constructed a site-
responsive “hut,” making reference to New England’s historic 
architecture and the centuries-old violence toward women during 
the era of witch-hunting and communal burnings. In choosing 
the witch’s hut as the central symbol, Saxelby brought magic 
to the forefront by mining an image from the mythology of our 
childhoods and manifesting it into our shared reality. Through 
this work, Saxelby forges a link between the mythic yet human 
persona of the witch — a woman who not unlike the artist in her 
studio, conjures magic in the privacy of her own space. The 
Architecture of a Witch’s Hut also marks the beginning of Saxelby’s 
merging of architecture, ritual, and gender, in her exploration 
and application of feminist spatial frameworks. Specifically, in 
representing the witch’s hut, Saxelby delves into the feminine 
power of the witch — reclaiming the figure as a feminist role model 
with agency who not only builds, but occupies space. 

In this project, Saxelby worked out of a specific constraint: that 
she construct the hut entirely on her own, a subtle declaration of 
artistic independence. From that limitation, the structure could 
only be as tall as she could reach on a ladder, with materials that 
were light enough to lift, and as complicated as her engineering 
and constructing abilities would allow. Though this constraint 
presented various obstacles, Saxelby noted the empowerment 
that came with the process, which mirrored the content of the 
work — a woman building her own home. As with her previous 
work, both the color palette and the environment selected 
were critical to the conception and execution of the project. 
Saxelby painted the Witch’s Hut a bright red that glowed fiercely 
against the lush green landscape of Wassaic in upstate New 
York.9 This work differed in the explicit reliance upon community 
engagement, in that rather than beginning with an interactive 

9  Throughout her career, Saxelby has gravitated towards red, noting the powerful history of the 
color and the symbolic meanings it contains: blood, the heart, birth, rage, love, death. Red appears 
in much of Saxelby’s work, and she often wears it, noting that it is her “spirit color.” 30

premise, Saxelby staged a singular performance to activate and 
ultimately destroy the hut in a ritual burning. Saxelby termed this 
burning a “healing ritual,” which she defined as a process of her 
own self-empowerment, imploring the audience to bear witness 
to the power of controlled destruction. In setting a match to the 
wooden structure, Saxelby pushed the boundaries of her own 
power by reclaiming ownership over the destructive forces of fire, 
while also creating a memorial to the female victims from the 17th 
century burnings, temporarily reigniting the figure of the witch 
within our collective imagination. What occurred in the clearing 
under the star-studded sky was more than Saxelby and those 
who came to witness could have anticipated. The structure would 
not burn. The audience that Saxelby had gathered to witness 
her ritually burn the hut, were compelled to help her when it 
would not catch flame. It took their participation to aid Saxelby 
in building a fire strong enough to engulf the hut. An unplanned 
temporary symbolic community of participants emerged from the 
woodwork, cooperating in unexpected ways to the success of the 
project. It was magic in the making and a rewriting of mythologies 
into the tapestry of our contemporary landscape.

Continuing to explore the intersections between women, 
history, and architecture, Saxelby’s most recent projects, Lullaby 
(2017 – 2019) and To Future Women (2018) relate intimately to 
one another in their questioning of the future possibilities for 
women, and the architectures — be they physical or societal — that 31



The Architecture of a Witch’s Hut, 2017, participatory installation (wood, paint, fire), 192” (h) x 120” (w) x 168” (d).  
Created site-specifically while an Artist in Residence at The Wassaic Project, Wassaic, New York. Photo Subodh Samudre.



contain our current culture and facilitate 
our shared future. Stemming from the 
specific social climate of the 2017 Women’s 
March, and the monumental architecture of 
Washington, Lullaby, a recent work filmed 
in Washington and making its U.S. debut at 
the Embassy of Australia, is a continuation of 
Saxelby’s curiosity for the invention of new 
rituals and the cross-section of gender and 
architectural space. In this performance-
cum-video installation, three figures clad in orange and red mount 
five monuments on the National Mall. Their interactions with the 
stone and concrete forms assert a quiet tenderness — fingertips 
gently encircling a chiseled stone curve, warm bodies rooting 
themselves into cold fluted columns. There is an anachronistic 
quality to the work, which hinges upon the juxtaposition between 
the iconic neo-Greco-Roman monuments and the otherworldly 
movements imparted upon them by these figures. 

The reality of the architecture and actions is further transformed 
in the editing room, wherein Saxelby reworks the choreographies 
and buildings through mirroring, speed, and subtle cuts that 
multiply and merge the monuments into new forms. In Lullaby, 
Saxelby builds a new iconography out of staid forms, recycling 
the architectural symbols of our democracy into an imagined 
language for us to interpret. The juxtaposition of forceful bodily 
motions — an outstretched arm with a flat palm signifying “stop”  
or sharply bended knees and elbows — with softer treatments 
of the female form, viewers in Washington, DC might begin 
to imagine the ways that democratic architecture could be 
redefined and updated to fit our shifting needs. It is impossible 
to experience Lullaby at the Embassy of Australia without 
considering the site-specific context of the installation, a space 
that is simultaneously Australian soil built upon the foundation 
of American soil. We have to suspend our disbelief and submit 
to the ritual power of architecture and diplomacy to traipse two 
countries, and Lullaby reminds us of the delicate premise that 
constitutes the boundaries of country, place, and home. 

Working from the limitation of the monuments located in 
Washington, with their imposing, gray, repetitive forms, Saxelby 
adeptly recasts mythic sites, contemporizing reimagined 
monuments by softening their surfaces into malleable forms, 
fashioning a space, and language that feels distinctly of our time. 
As with her previous works, Lullaby is a continued exploration 
of how architecture informs and dictates our movements and 
behaviors, and how through inventing rituals we can shape our 
relationships to the world around us and one another. In viewing 
this video, it is almost as if the caryatids have stepped out from 
under the centuries of patriarchal power, freely moving through 34

the world for the first time. In leaving behind the stone lintels 
they upheld for centuries, these women are similar to those 
in the proverb gracing my Women’s March sign — they literally 
and metaphorically hold up the sky. Upon viewing Lullaby in 
Washington, we must ask ourselves, what can we do so women 
may walk free, so that they may thrive?

 Saxelby adeptly recasts mythic sites,  
 contemporizing reimagined monuments by  
 softening their surfaces into malleable forms,  
 fashioning a space, and language that feels  
 distinctly of our time. 

In 2018, Saxelby offered the public the tools to begin answering 
that very question. To Future Women, Saxelby’s 
largest project to date, is a public artwork that 
consisted of a worldwide letter-writing initiative, 
predicated upon open-ended responses to issues 
of gender equality.  Designed to commemorate 
the anniversary of the 2017 Women’s March, 
To Future Women utilized the framework of 
communal letter writing, carving out the space 
for individuals to respond to prompts, through 
messages they composed to future women, 
whatever “future women” meant for them. It was 
imperative for Saxelby that the submissions be written on paper, 
reigniting a physicality that seems increasingly scarce in the 
digital age. Further, in requiring the production of tangible letters, 
Saxelby gave the public an opportunity to participate in a new 
ritual that resulted in the creation of a collective archive, attaching 
a visual and physical significance to protest culture, which 
otherwise takes the ephemeral form of photographs, storytelling, 
and memories.

Through To Future Women, Saxelby posed three propositions to the 
world:

 
1. Since the Women’s March and #MeToo movement, 

what have you learned, felt, or witnessed that you 
hadn’t before? 

2. Describe an instance where you’ve become aware of 
the challenges or realities faced by women. 

3. Describe in detail one way you hope things will be 
different for the woman reading your letter in 2037.  
How will it look and feel from her perspective? 

35





To Future Women, 2018, participatory installation and 20 year time capsule. Installation views at 
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Arts & Industries Building, IA&A at 
Hillyer (Photo Kate Warren) and The Phillips Collection (Photo Joe Gibson), Washington, DC.



With paper, pencils and these three prompts, Saxelby employed her 
knowledge of ritual space and architecture to create site-specific 
installations that encouraged participation. Collaborating with 
museums and galleries across Washington, DC, Saxelby devised 
five unique iterations of the project: constructing throne-like 
writing desks at The Phillips Collection and Anacostia Art Center; 
responding to the curved architecture and National Archives-
facing platform of the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden; 
and building archways and thresholds to display the submissions 
at the Smithsonian Art and Industries Building and IA&A at 
Hillyer.10 The public support of the project was unprecedented 
for Saxelby. Over the course of the six months following the 
one-year anniversary of the March, she received more than 
3,000 letters from across the United States and internationally, 
in over 10 languages.11 Participants composed poetry, included 
photographs and drawings, and through their submissions shared 
multi-generational stories of vulnerability, strength, and most 
importantly, their visions for the women of the future. 

The resounding response was indicative of a shared desire to 
be heard and to use their voices loudly. In To Future Women, 

10 Saxelby staged To Future Women at The Phillips Collection (January – February 2018), The Ana-
costia Arts Center (May 2018), IA&A at Hillyer (June 2018), The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture 
Garden (June 2018) and The Smithsonian Art and Industries Building as part of the By The People 
Festival (June 2018).
11 The author submitted a letter to the archive in June 2018 as part of the Hirshhorn  
Museum iteration. 40

Saxelby created a platform to uplift and amplify the voices of 
this moment to reflect our shared experience participating in the 
human megaphone of the 2017 Women’s March and the manifold 
protests that continue across the country, and the world, today. 
To ensure the historicization of these stories and of the important 
zeitgeist of women’s protests, Saxelby designed the artwork as 
a twenty-year time capsule and gained the archival commitment 
of museums across the Capitol. The Smithsonian Archives and 
The Phillips Collection have vowed to jointly safeguard the 3000 
To Future Women letters  for the next two decades. In so doing, 
Saxelby is effectively “breaking into” the archives of our nation, 
inserting into history a memorial to the women of the past, their 
protests, and the female lives yet lived.

 Saxelby is effectively “breaking into” the archives  
 of our nation, inserting into history a memorial  
 to the women of the past, their protests, and the  
 female lives yet lived. 

The archive will reopen in 2037 and the letters will be presented 
to the next generation to commemorate the twenty-year 
anniversary of the historic Women’s March. In designing this 
artwork Saxelby was ensuring that this important milestone in 
women’s histories — an explosion of women’s protests that gripped 
the globe — will be adequately acknowledged and remembered 
into the future. Between now and then, it is up to us to enact our 
visions to determine what the future may hold.

To Future Women was a milestone in  
Saxelby’s artistic career. It marked 
the first time she worked directly with 
museums, not only in exhibiting her 
work but actively critiquing institutions 
of power — some of which are situated 
upon the very locus that represents 
American democracy — the National 
Mall. By attaining access to and buy-in 
from museums and archives through 
this project, she had the opportunity 
to disrupt the status quo, effectively 
penetrating the fortress-like structures of public history and 
culture. Further, this project denotes the beginning of a dialogue 
with politics on both a national and international level. In 
engaging with the social and political issues of her time, Saxelby 
ignites a call to action, inviting the public to create the blueprints 
for a future that is more equal for women. The messages imparted 
in the letters provide a cultural survey of some of our shifting 
values, while offering a potential roadmap to lead the way. 
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When looking at To Future Women in the context of her previous projects, the 
foundation Saxelby laid for herself through past investigations into gender, 
architecture, and ritual becomes visible. From her inaugural response to 
the elimination of the white gallery walls in Ritual Gathering to the cracking 
open of the museum archives by and for the public in To Future Women, we 
can map her trajectory. Since 2015, Saxelby has employed years of research 
and inquiry, producing works that explore the potential of catharsis, the 
dismantling of power, responses to site and architecture, the incorporation 
of vulnerability and participation from her viewers, and the invention of new 
rituals. In experiencing Saxelby’s work in its manifold forms, we are invited to 
search for the magic and the mythic in our everyday lives — the unanticipated 
wishes, new rituals and traditions, moments for deep connectivity, finding 
the empowered witch within us all.

 Since 2015, Saxelby has employed years of research and
 inquiry, producing works that explore the potential
 of catharsis, the dismantling of power, responses to
 site and architecture, the incorporation of vulnerability
 and participation from her viewers, and the invention
 of new rituals. In experiencing her work in its
 manifold forms, we are invited to search for the magic
 and the mythic in our everyday lives — the unanticipated 
 wishes, new rituals and traditions, moments for  
 deep connectivity, finding the empowered witch  
 within us all. 

Moreover, through collective actions and the constructing of new 
architectures, Saxelby implores us to conjure a world in which we find 
strength in our communities, using all of the tools in our toolbox to construct 
a society in which women do not hold up half of the sky — but all of us hold 
the sky in unison. And perhaps, under that sky we might imagine a future 
that is more balanced, equitable, inclusive, joyful, and, above all, magic.
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Georgia Saxelby is a Sydney-born, US-based interactive, social 
practice artist who seeks to make wild woman architecture 
and rituals for the future through installation, collective action, 
performance and sculpture. Her installations invite audience 
participation, re-contextualize ritual and disrupt spatial hierarchies 
to question the symbolic spaces in which identities and values are 
performed today.

Saxelby has recently been awarded one of Australia’s most 
prestigious prizes for emerging artists, the 2019 Samstag 
Scholarship, as well as the Australia Council for the Arts Career 
Development Grant, funded by the Australian Government. 
She was also recently shortlisted for the 2019 NSW Visual Arts 
Emerging Fellowship presented at the renowned Artspace cultural 
institute in Sydney. Saxelby is currently an Artist in Residence at 
the Corcoran School of the Arts & Design at George Washington 
University, Washington, DC.
 
In 2017-18, Saxelby undertook a residency Fellowship at the art 
and social impact incubator, Halcyon Arts Lab, Washington, 
DC. Here, she developed a large-scale participatory project, To 
Future Women, which memorializes the Women’s March and 
#MeToo movements in national US museums, including a museum 
intervention at Hirshhorn Museum & Sculpture Garden and a solo 
exhibition at The Phillips Collection and IA&A at Hillyer. During 
this time, Saxelby was also a Visiting Scholar at the Architecture, 
Culture and Spirituality Concentration of the Catholic University of 
America’s School of Architecture.

www.georgiasaxelby.com
georgia@georgiasaxelby.com
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Artist

Sandy Guttman is a Curatorial Assistant at the Hirshhorn Museum 
and Sculpture Garden, where she has supported a number of 
projects including Charline von Heyl: Snake Eyes, Yayoi Kusama: 
Infinity Mirrors and Yoko Ono: Four Works for Washington DC 
and the World. Guttman attended the Museum and Exhibition 
Studies program at the University of Illinois at Chicago where she 
conducted research on creating accessible programming within 
cultural space. She has an interest in museum accessibility, and 
is working to bring accessible programs to the Hirshhorn through 
the museum’s Accessibility Task Force. She is a founding editor of 
the arts and culture publication FWD: Museums. As a guest curator 
for Lullaby, Guttman supported Saxelby with research, curatorial 
oversight, and produced an essay for the exhibition catalogue.

www.sandyguttman.com
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Curator
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